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Proposed paper coming out of the workshop 

• Something like “Open questions in heavy quark hadro-production at 
the intersection of collider and astroparticle physics”
• Big question: do we understand the dynamics of charm (and other 

heavy flavor) production? How well?
• What are the next steps to make progress?
• Lets discuss this later this morning…
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The LHC  data  on charm production
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Felix  Riehn 13



Charmed Baryon Production  
in Hadronic  Interactions.

1.  Is there an “anomaly” ?

2.   What is its origin  ?
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arXiv:1712.09581
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Charm Fragmentation
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• What are the limitations of fragmentation models? The discrepancy 
of ALICE on Λ", is it fragmentation or is it a different dynamics?

• Intrinsic charm – in proton pdfs/baryon-meson fluctuations/c-cbar 
fluctuations with beam fragmentation to forward charm hadrons. 

• What is the definition of intrinsic charm? What is the evidence 
constraining these models? Ratios of Λ" /D as a function of pT at 
ALICE – could this be intrinsic charm, or is this fragmentation? How 
much room experimentally is there for these effects?
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• How do we assess the uncertainty of charm production given what 
we know from collider measurements given their much small error 
bars relative to theoretical uncertainties? 

• What is the extrapolation uncertainty to get to the prompt flux, and what if 
there is a mix of perturbative and non-perturbative contributions? 

• When one optimizes parameters to meet the data, what are the predictions 
for the atmospheric flux? 

Charm and the prompt atmospheric flux.
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Bhattacharya eta al, JHEP 1506 
(2015) 110; Bhattacharya et al., 
JHEP 1611 (2016) 167

Nuclear corrections to the prompt 
flux, of order 30%.
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POWHEGBOX + PYTHIA 6 + PROSA PDFs,
transverse mass, mc=1.4 GeV

Garzelli et al. (PROSA), JHEP 1705 (2017) 004;
Garzelli, Moch and Sigl, JHEP 1510 (2015) 115.
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Gauld et al., JHEP 1602 (2016) 130

Beginning of talks on detection - we 
saw potential of KM3Net on this 
topic (Coniglione).

• How solid is the limit of 
IceCube on prompt 
neutrinos? 

• What are the IceCube limits 
on nonperturbative charm 
production? 
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• Can we summarize the strengths and weaknesses of each MC generator? (Talks about 

SIBYLL by Riehn, EPOS by Pierog, QGSJET by Ostapchenko)? 

• There is a need for closer exchange between the MC communities in cosmic ray and 

collider physics.

• What are the important details of the generators in the shower development? 

Monte Carlo vs single-inclusive evaluations of charm meson 

distributions NLO QCD, what should be the interplay?
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Monte Carlo / single-inclusive

• How are nuclear effects included? Where do nuclear effects make a 
difference?

• What are the important details for charm production and how is charm 
included (or not)? 

• HERWIG (Plaetzer) – how showering beyond leading-log is modeled in 
HERWIG, which introduces kT.

• Transverse momentum effects (TMD, kT factorization) – is this needed for 
prompt atmospheric flux predictions, correlations of charm with showers?



• Does heavy flavor production have any role in the muon excess problem? (Masip’s talk 
included also photoproduction of muons, prompt electromagnetic decays.)

• Is there anything we can bring from theoretical developments in top production down 
to charm and b production and other astrophysical applications? (Talks by Schwinn and 
Broggio.)

• Neutrino cross sections, effects of nuclear PDFs on the cross section (Gauld talk). What 
are the limits of the nuclear PDF approach in hadronic collisions?

• HERA-LHC-and elsewhere (Geiser). Theory results included (double) triple charm 
(beyond usual perturbative calculations). 

• Underlying theme of multiple parton interactions, limits of the PDFs.
• Quark Gluon Plasma effects (Prino) – effects should be small for c,b production (Fe-O is 

similar to peripheral (60-70%) Pb-Pb collisions)

More Questions:
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Proposed paper coming out of the workshop 

• Something like “Open questions in heavy quark hadro-production at 
the intersection of collider and astroparticle physics”
• Big question: do we understand the dynamics of charm (and other 

heavy flavor) production? How well?
• What are the next steps to make progress (in physics)?

• [The next steps to make progress on the paper: Outline this week.]
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• What other measurements are important for understanding air 
showers containing heavy flavor?

• What is the map of important kinematic regions?

• Can cosmic rays/atmospheric neutrinos constrain the theory of heavy 
flavor production?
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